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Good Professor Edmondson
Encounters with W. T. Edmondson in his laboratory-office arc much the same for new
graduate students, postdoctoral, or other professional colleagues. “Excuse me, .Dr. Ed-
mondson.” A face looks up from the jigsaw puzzle of manuscript pages, letters, and “study
graphs” (his term for meters-long plots of limnological data) which blankets his desk. A
smile .of greeting and invitation to sit, but first a stack of folders and reprints must be
cleared from the nearby chair. The interrupted work seems as if forgotten, and Edmondson
sits, delighted by the visit, and attentive to each word (Fig. 1).
Every student and visitor -to his laboratory recalls the hastily cleared chair most of all,
mindful that some thoughts had surely been displaced by the intrusion, but that such pure
sign of welcome showed that all was well. So did the -feeling of genuine interest which
greeted each arrival, and the sense of quick curiosity about new developments, no matter
what their source or dimension. Some of us undoubtedly concluded that this is evidence
of a scholar’s interest in all things, but another truth may be that this eminent ecologist
is a genuinely warm and friendly individual (see photo collection, p. 1239–1240).
It is science, however, that draws colleagues to the lab in Seattle. Plankton ecologists,
paleolimnologists, and students of lake trophic condition arrive to sample the intellectual
atmosphere and discover a very pleasant laboratory environment from which to wofk.
They encounter a mentor or coworker who has maintained a youthful enthusiasm for
discovery and learning, so much so that in 1983 he suspended his own seminar course
so that he could serve asteaching assistant for David Frey, when the latter offered a course
in Quaternary studies as Visiting Professor. Not often do students have as TA a member
of the National Academy of Sciences.
He was born in Milwaukee and raised through his very early years near the shores of
Lake Michigan, so there maybe truth in the notion that lakes imprinted strongly on him.
His early publication record, however, makes it clear that he was drawn to lakes through
the study of their organisms, particularly the Rotifera (Fig. 2). Receiving the B.S. from
Yale in 1938 (Fig. 3), Edmondson managed to print eight scientific papers as an under-
graduate, including one in Science. His work involved systernatics, fixation methods, and
substrate effects. It had begun, in fact, while he was still in Hillhouse (New Haven) high
school. Urban schools were crowded even then, and New Haven had adopted a program
of “split-sessions,” by which students were educated in shifts, either in the morning or
the afternoon. Far from seeing this as a failing for public education, Edmondson found
the freedom to pursue his interests in the Osbom Memorial Laboratories of Yale.
Edmondson remained at Yale for his doctorate (1942), but in 1938–1 939 he sojourned
in the Midwest for professional interests, and coincidentally advanced some personal
interests as well. He undertook studies at the University of Wisconsin and Trout Lake
under Chantey Juday, investigating the chemical ecology of rotifers and separating varic)us
kinds of correlated effects of pH, alkalinity, and ionic strength. While there he met Yvette
Hardman (Fig. 4). Hardman was intrigued with the young man who kept shuttling during
exams for more “blue-books” in which to write voluminous essay answers to questions
about lakes. They were subsequently married in Dwight Chapel, New Haven, to the strains
of Bach, performed by the university organist. That was in September 1941, hours after
Edmondson had finished his preliminary exams for the Ph.D.
War intruded into academe, and for a while Edmondson became an oceanographer,
working as a civilian for the U.S. Navy. By virtue of having passed a college course in
advanced differential equations, Edmondson was declared a physical oceanographer and
given various tasks during the war. First at the American Museum of Natural History
and then at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, he was involved in wave-height
predictions for such practical purposes as amphibious landings and proper placement of





aggregate property of aquatic ecosystems was fostered by the growing interests of ocean-
ographers, and embracing it must have opened new thoughts for one who had spent years
studying the ecology of relatively cryptic organisms. The reconciliation of these interests,
however, led to one of the most remarkable and widely used developments in quantitative
plankton ecology.
Edmondson once remarked that he thought a scientist should be pleased if he had at
least one good idea in his professional life. For some, the ideas are matters of personal
insight and fulfillment which are not properly shared by a wide audience. In some cases,
however, the ideas catch fire because they make what once seemed an intractable problem
suddenly feasible. That is surely the case with the idea that the ratios between eggs and
females in plankton collections could be converted into quantitative estimates of birth
rates. Known to limnologists as Edmondson’s egg ratio method, that single idea offered
zooplankton ecologists the means to measure rates of population renewal by direct ob-
servation. Zooplankton biologists suddenly had a tool of inquiry which was comparable
to the 14Cmethod for measuring the rates of renewal of algal populations, but which could
be applied to individual species.
In the years after 1960, when the egg ratio method was introduced, zooplankton ecology
entered a period of spectacular growth and discovery. The factors regulating community
structure and species composition became understood as never before. The modem par-
adigms of zooplankton ecology started to emerge with the recognition that predation by
fish and invertebrates was a central force. Insights to ecological and evolutionary processes
surfaced, although in few cases was it possible to measure rates of predation directly.
Rather, investigators relied on the fact that changes in populations within enclosed lake
basins must be owed to the inequalities between birth and death rates. Edmondson’s
method permitted an estimate of birth, and death could be figured by difference.
Edmondson had moved to the University of Washington in 1949. There he began a
pattern of limnological investigation that was to be the hallmark of his career for the next
40 years. Edmondson learned as a student that much could be discovered by focusing
attention on lakes that were atypical in one characteristic or another. Within his first years
at Seattle, Edmondson and his students selected several lakes, each of which expressed
an exaggerated feature. Soap Lake and Lake Lenore on the Columbia Plateau of eastern
Washington were saline, and they contained specialized biota. Hall Lake, a coastal kettle,
was an example of biogenic meromixis. Lake Washington attracted no attention from
Edmondson at first, although his students George Anderson and Gabe Comita undertook
studies of the plankton. The lake simply had no unusual features.
Edmondson’s interest awoke, however, in 1955 when Anderson discovered a novel
development in Lake Washington: a new species of algae had become established in the
lake. The discovery prompted Edmondson to study Lake Washington in earnest –a study
which has arguably become the greatest single case study of eutrophication and recovery
yet conducted. Edmondson started this work because the appearance of Osci/latoria ru-
bescens signaled that Lake Washington was starting to follow a path of deterioration of
water quality the likes of which had been seen previously in Europe and eastern North
America. Here was a lake ecosystem responding to nutrient income the way that Woods
Hole seawater responded to fertilization. Again, the study of productivity and lake or-
ganisms could be linked (Fig. 5). The long-term ecological investigation which resulted has
become so thoroughly a part of limnological tradition that the responsiveness of lakes to
nutrients is accepted as axiom. As R. T. Oglesby has put it, “The ‘Lake Washington Story’
has become to the limnologist what the Lord’s Prayer is to a preacher, a vital, uniquely
clear, well-documented statement of what the profession is all about.”
At a time when U.S. science seeks teams of scientific specialists to tackle “multidisci-
plinary” challenges, it is well to recognize that special individuals have long faced the
same challenges, but their response was to develop the personal breadth of understanding
necessary for progress. Edmondson exemplifies the dedicated idealist who instinctively



